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FINDING THE “RIGHT WORDS” 
  
 
In EFT, we use a lot of words, and people are often confused about how to find 
the “right words” to collapse their issues. In the EFT Insights Newsletter you will 
find countless articles where people have customized their Setup/Reminder 
phrases, and seem to attribute using the “right words” for the success with their 
client.   
 
For anyone who started with the EFT Manual (or maybe just a tapping chart), 
then subscribed to the newsletter without really learning the EFT principles, it 
would be easy to misinterpret what is happening in those articles. They wouldn’t 
realize that the goal is to find specific events and core issues. They also wouldn’t 
understand that many of the Practitioners who wrote those articles have been 
working with specific events, related aspects and probably their own intuition for 
years.  
 
What the authors of those articles are actually sharing is simply a perspective or 
an angle that landed well with that client in particular. The purpose of the words 
in the Setup and reminder phrases is to communicate or describe the client’s 
issue in a way that triggers the original energy disruption, so that the tapping can 
clear it.  That language can be customized to each individual situation, and it is 
helpful to see new creative ideas, but taking the individual language from one 
session and trying to apply it to another is not necessarily effective.   
 
“Tapping scripts” have been created for people who “don’t know what to say”, but 
if you think about it, Setup language that is designed to work for more than one 
situation is global by definition. One of the primary goals in EFT is being specific, 
so for best results, the language should be tailored to each individual issue.  
 
The most effective way to do that is to listen carefully to your client and to 
completely understand the experience from their shoes. Ask as many questions 
as it takes to get to the specifics, and then you can use their words to help them 
recreate the event during the session. You will soon see that each client has a 
different experience, and you may never need the same words twice.  
 
This approach suggests that communication skills, detective work, and solid 
experience with human emotional issues are the real skills in EFT. “Finding the 
right words” is never an issue when you have developed those skills.  
 
Eventually, there are parts of the EFT process during which your intuitive 
guidance can step in and adjust your direction or provide some help, but again, 
people have misinterpreted that to mean “produce the right words and the magic 
will happen”. 
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On the contrary, intuitive guidance needs a proper frame of reference in order to 
be effective. In EFT, that frame of reference is a solid experience with the EFT 
mechanical skills.  
 
For example, imagine that a veterinarian is trying to help a sick dog. He could do 
some testing or x-rays to rule out the possibilities one by one, or he could 
develop some intuitive skills and use them for additional guidance. Given that 
option, the vet would not sit in his office, ask for the right answer to be intuitively 
delivered, and then present it to the dog’s owner without conducting an 
examination. He would begin by using his mechanical training to work with the 
issue, examine the dog, ask a variety of questions, and in many cases, that is 
when the intuitive guidance can be most helpful.  
 
Similarly with EFT, you will need to conduct every session with your mechanical 
skills and learn to include intuitive guidance as a part of that process. In the 
Intermediate Tutorials that follow, you will learn the skills you need to navigate 
through an emotional issue, have more fun with your Setup language and 
produce better results. Of course, Gary makes it look very easy, but remember, 
he spent literally years developing the EFT mechanics, and then still more years 
developing his intuition…and he does exceptional detective work because 
engineers are just built that way.  
 
Your intuition can show up in many forms.  Sometimes it will open a completely 
new door for you but, usually, it will use what you have already accomplished 
with your client, and suggest that you “make this one adjustment” or “try this word 
instead”. Once you have done that, you may get another piece, but generally, 
you will never get the whole picture at once. It takes courage and skill to apply 
one piece of guidance at a time and see where it takes you. However, if you are 
simply listening to your client, asking good questions, and gaining an experience 
of what they describe, you can repeat their words back to them as Setup or 
reminder phrases, and you’re already connected enough to produce fantastic 
results.  
 
One word of caution: Depending on the circumstance, the Writing on your own 
Walls can be mistaken for intuitive guidance because it feels so completely true 
to you. If you confuse your own human “truth” with divine guidance, you are only 
injecting your own stuff into someone else’s process. So…do your own work, 
address your own issues, and be modest about your intuition until you can make 
a clear distinction between that and your own internal opinions or advice.  
 
What’s the moral of this story? Learn how to get the “right words” from the 
interaction with your client. Develop your detective skills, your communication 
skills and your experience with emotional issues using the rest of the 
Intermediate Tutorials. Then find the specifics behind the issues, and follow your 
intuition from there.  


